
Cubed Circle Newsletter 200 – G1 Climax 2015 Concludes – Also, Important Base 10 Matters

This is our 200th newsletter, meaning that we have been publishing this newsletter for well over 200 
weeks now. We have a giant issue this week, as we look at not only the final nine nights of the 2015 
G1 Climax, but also SummerSlam, Takeover Brooklyn, NXT from this week, and RAW with the 
return of Sting and the Dudley Boyz! This year's G1 Climax has concluded, but we will be back 
next week with an overview of the tournament, and to commemorate the tournament, as well as our 
200th issue, we will be releasing a handy G1 Climax 2015 guide, with all of the reviews and analysis
bundled into one handy PDF in the next few week's at www.cubedcirclewrestling.com. 

– Ryan Clingman, Cubed Circle Newsletter Editor
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G1 Climax 25 August 5th 2015 Night 11 
Iwate Industrial Bunka Center Apio, Iwate 
Ryan Clingman

Of all the G1 shows thus far, night 11 had to have featured the most minimal set-up, with but a 
single hard camera and very little in the way of lighting by company standards. 

Hiroyoshi Tenzan (1-4) and Bad Luck Fale (3-2) started the G1 portion of the show off with what 
was almost certainly one of my least anticipated matches of the tournament. The match spilt to the 
floor fairly quickly with Tonga landing some cheap shots behind the referee's back. What followed 
was what you would expect from Tenzan, who at this stage has greatly limited mobility, and Fale, 
who generally needs someone that can bump around for him. Tonga interfered some more, Fale 
escaped an Anaconda Vice and ended up pinning Tenzan with a splash off the top – realistically 
Tenzan would have exploded upon impact had he taken the Bad Luck Fall. * ¾

Katsuyori Shibata (4-1), in one of the stranger clashes of style we have seen in the past several 
weeks, worked opposite Toru Yano (1-4). Shibata went for an armbar, but was rolled up for a fluke 
victory in a finish that he sold with utter amazement, and eventual regret and embarrassment. ** ½ 

Hiroshi Tanahashi (3-2) and Doc Gallows (1-4), the later of whom amazingly main evented a G1 
show several years ago, were up next. It was easy to glaze over the work in this match, as was the 
case in the prior three matches in one of the weaker of all the G1 cards this year. Both men worked 
very hard, however, as they almost always do. Tanahashi kicked out of a chokeslam for a big 
nearfall, and Gallows got his knees up off of a HFF. The crowd popped a second major time for a 
jack-knife nearfall, after which Tanahashi emerged victorious with a roll-up. ***

In the third Bullet Club match of the night, AJ Styles (3-2) attempted to take the factions score for 
the night to 2-1, against Togi Makabe (3-2). Styles went for a springboard off of the guard rail early,
but was thwarted both times before being thrown into the post head-first – thankfully, his head did 
not burst open as Naito's did during a similar spot days prior. Then again, Styles didn't headbutt the 
post with all his might either. Late into the match Styles landed a highkick, which is somewhat new,
before landing a Styles Clash, which means certain death, for the victory. *** ¼  

Then in the main event, and in my view a battle of two of the very best performers in the 
tournament, Tetsuya Naito (3-2) wrestled Kota Ibushi (3-2). As always, Naito took quite some time 
to disrobe. Naito took a little too long this time around, and was dropkicked in the back by Ibushi 
on the floor. Back in the ring Naito retained his advantage from the outside, until Ibushi made a 
fiery comeback with a strike flurry. Ibushi landed his standard, albeit still impressive, moonsault to 
the floor. Ibushi tried for a dragon suplex from the very top, but had it countered into a reverse 
frankensteiner! Ibushi rushed forward with a killer German suplex and then landed a reverse Styles 
Clash, which could have been the finish. Naito avoided a phoenix splash for a double down. The 
pair traded elbows and chops, to which Naito replied with spit to the face. Unfortunately, Naito 
landed a sloppy looking liger roll, which broke the match's momentum somewhat. Regardless, the 
Naito win streak continued with Naito pinning Ibushi with his standing sliced break. Naito stomped 
Ibushi and assaulted Red Shoes in the post match. This was the only match on the show worth 
going out of your way to see. *** ¾ 

G1 Climax 25 August 8th 2015 Night 12
Act City Hamamatsu, Hamamatsu,  Shizuoka 
Ryan Clingman
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Michael Elgin (3-2) and Yuji Nagata (1-4) faced off in the first G1 match of the night, a bout that a 
year and a half ago would have seemed like a quirky FirePro match, and frankly, still is. Elgin's 
delayed vertical suplex spot got a great reaction, as did his “come on, hit me!” routine, albeit mixed 
with a few chuckles. Nagata avoided Elgin's corkscrew, which set up for the Demon Armbar. Elgin 
grabbed a super fast deadlift into a falcon arrow from the top for two. Elgin fought for the buckle 
bomb, but Nagata fought against it landing an exploder into the corner. Elgin pinned Nagata with a 
powerbomb following a buckle bomb in what started as unintentional, albeit entertaining, comedy 
for this crowd, but ended a very good match and another growing experience for Elgin. *** ½ 

Everyone's favourite loser, Tomoaki Honma (0-5) worked opposite Karl Anderson (3-2) in the 
match that followed. Honma was laid out by Anderson with no help from the Club, only returning 
to the ring at a count of nine. Few things can get a crowd as excited as the potential of a Honma 
victory in modern pro-wrestling, and somehow, despite the fact that this was a small show bearing 
only the minutest of chances of a Honma victory, this crowd still hung onto their hope, and the 
resultant match was a very good one. *** ¼

Hirooki Goto (4-1) and Satoshi Kojima (2-3) were next. Kojima attempted to engage Goto in a 
forearm battle, but was dropped with a single shot from the IC champion. Kojima came back with a 
DDT on the apron, but was later cut off with a large Goto lariat. Goto followed with a sunset 
powerbomb from the top and a brainbuster for a double down. Kojima kicked out of a facebuster 
but immediately took the Shouten Kai for the finish. ***

Shinsuke Nakamura (4-1) was paired with former CHAOS stablemate, Yujiro Takahashi (2-3) in the
semi-main. Takahashi, the man who can neutralise even Shinsuke Nakamura's charisma, took 
Swagsuke to the outside for some elbow work. It was boring and not terribly worth while. 
Takahashi kicked out of a Boma Ye, as does everyone it would seem. He then landed a second after 
a short reversal exchange for the victory. ** ¾

One of the better sounding match-ups of the entire tournament, IWGP Champion Kazuchika Okada 
(4-1) versus Tomohiro Ishii (4-1) was our main event. Unfortunately, much like Shibata/Ibushi this 
match was not booked in Osaka, Tokyo, or Hiroshima, where it would have been much hotter. This 
would have been my choice for a Korakuen Hall main event, given Ishii's popularity in that 
building. Ishii almost beat Okada via cont-out, although it didn't seem that many bought it as the 
finish. Okada called for Ishii to bring it with blows in the corner. Ishii, after standing with Okada in 
an exchange dropped the champion with a German suplex for a double down. Okada looked to trade
forearms with Ishii once more, but was dropped fairly quickly. Okada avoided a sliding D, but was 
clobbered with a lariat of death moments later. Ishii then landed the sliding D for a good nearfall. 
They had a fantastic counter battle, which ended in a Rainmaker to close out a mediocre show. *** 
½

G1 Climax 25 August 8th 2015 Night 13
Yokohama Prefectural Gymnasium, Yokohama, Nakagawa 
Ryan Clingman

This was a multi-camera shoot. Strangely, announcers could be heard in the background during 
quieter moments every now and again, but there was still no truly audible commentary. 

Kota Ibushi (3-3) and Bad Luck Fale (4-2)  worked the opening match in the second portion of this 
Yokohama show. This was far more a Fale match than an Ibushi one, with Fale dropping Ibushi on 
the outside and working his usual plodding style. Ibushi countered an attempted spike with a 
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hurricanrana/roll-up combo for two. Ibushi kicked out of the spike chokeslam. He then looked to 
counter the Bad Luck Fall with another hurricanrana, but was pulled back up. Fale hit the Bad Luck 
Fall for the finish. ***

In a match that a few months ago would have garnered no interest from me what so ever, Tetsuya 
Naito (4-2) was booked opposite Toru Yano (2-4). Yano sprayed Naito, still wearing his mask with a
water bottle, to no reaction from Naito. Yano ran to the floor and donned his own walkout jacket. 
Naito feigned a dive, but instead, summersaulted in the most athletic manner possible into a 
swimsuit pinup pose, head in palm – a new signiture. Yano did the same on the apron, which was 
tremendous comedy.  Naito was the serial rule breaker this time around, as he threw the non-Red 
Shoes referee down to the mat before strangling and clawing at Yano. The loveable heel, Yano, 
removed the buckle sending Naito hurtling into it face first. Naito pinned Yano with his sliced bread
thing and then tore into Yano\s face before being pulled off by Jay White and Sho Tanaka. He gave 
the referee an armbreaker of all things for good measure, and then dropkicked the poor guy to the 
outside. Naito is a great man, and had Yano's best match of the G1 thus far. *** ½ 

In a rematch of one of the better Tenzan matches of the last several years, and one of Styles better 
matches during his entire NJPW run, AJ Styles (4-2) battled Hiroyoshi Tenzan (1-5). These two, 
once more had phenomenal (oops) chemistry, with Styles yelling at Tenzan to bring it. When AJ 
was interviewed on Wrestling Observer Radio last year prior to the G1, I found it astonishing that 
he looked forward to working Tenzan more than almost anyone else, but matches of this sort are a 
clear demonstration as to why. Tenzan yelled for no reason, “Oh my God, man!”. Styles bullied 
Tenzan some in the corner before kicking him in the leg. Styles ran into Red Shoes and yelled “Get 
out of my way! What are you, stupid? Baka [idiot] !”. I would have been a bigger fan of the bump 
had Naito not laid the previous referee out, but Red Shoes was up pretty quickly. Styles yelled 
“come on Tenzan”, and Tenzan whispered “shut up!”. Tenzan, mouth bloodied, began his comeback
with Mongolian chops. Even with Tenzan's fire there was still a strong pro-Styles contingent. 
Tenzan went up top for a moonsault, but had his arthritis-ridden knees clipped again. Tenzan 
eventually tapped to the Calf Killer in a very good match, albeit one not nearly as good as their 
match of the year candidate in 2014. *** ¾

Togi Makabe (3-3) and Doc Gallows (1-5) were up next. Gallows strangled Makabe with his chain 
– the usual shenanigans followed. Realistically, there shouldn't have been so much chaos one match 
after another, as from watching the first four matches on this car one would think that this company 
greatly overdid brawls on the floor and weapon shots. With that being said, Gallows most certainly 
brought the intensity on the outside, throwing barricades and cursing fans. Gallows bludgeoned 
Makabe with some stiff high kicks. Makabe pinned poor Gallows with the King Kong Knee. On the
bright side, Gallows has looked better in this tournament than he may have ever looked. ***

Our main event was a one-night re-ignition of one of the best programs of 2014, in Katsuyori 
Shibata (4-2) versus Hiroshi Tanahashi (4-2). They did some slick, albeit fairly simple, chain 
wrestling early.  The crowd reacted well to a ducked PK from Shibata. There was a perfect spot 
with Tanahashi moving his eyes up and down upon an opportunity for a clean break – he decided to 
chop Shibata really hard. Shibata out-grappled Tanahashi, locking in a knee-bar, before 
transitioning to the figure four. Tanahashi finally escaped and landed a swift dropkick to the knee, 
which of course meant that it was dragon screw time! Tanahashi landed a repeated series of 
forearms, but was dropped with a single shot, Tanahashi, the patron saint of the Church of “please 
don't hit everyone so hard”, unloaded with super stiff elbows before being dropkicked to death. 
Shibata locked in a modified octopus hold, landed a big kick, had it caught, and then was slapped 
very hard. A strike war ensued. Shibata looked for the PK, but had it caught and was dragon 
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screwed. Tanahashi locked in a high angle clover leaf, but Shibata willed his way to the ropes. 
Tanahashi went up top, but was caught with a dropkick. They had a war on the top rope, and 
Shibata was knocked down, but shot back up looking for a PK, which resulted in another double 
down. Tanahashi landed a high fly flow to a standing Shibata, but Shibata got the knees up and 
locked in a sleeper. Tanahashi fought out but took a series of kicks to the head for two. The closing 
sequence was tremendous, with Tanahashi looking for a bridging cradle, but almost being caught in 
a sleeper, then Shibata locked his sleeper in, but only to have it countered into a roll-up for the 
victory. **** ½

NJPW G1 Climax 25 August 9th 2015 Night 14
Korakuen Hall, Bunkyo, Tokyo
Ryan Clingman

I usually skip to the G1 matches, but during intermission clips were shown from Yano's new DVD. I
had very little idea of what was going on, but it began with Yano explaining to the other members of
CHAOS, what I can only assume was his DVD game-plan. This was at a time when Takahashi was 
still I member of the stable. Captured on video here was the magical moment where Nakamura took
pictures of Ishii sleeping and posted them on Facebook. There was a bath house scene where Okada
washed Gedo's back! There was some kind of censored scene with Ishii apparently swearing and 
having his language bleeped. Jado, Gedo, and Yano then sneaked into HASHI's room and put him in
a crossface! We even had a school scene with a musical featuring Sakuraba, Jado in a school girl 
outfit, and Ishii in Samurai garb! This was amazing!

This was the first show with commentary in quite some time. 

Karl Anderson (4-2) battled fellow gaijin Michael Elgin (4-2) in the first Korakuen match of this 
year's tournament. Elgin's dubbed music is great and should be made his official theme everywhere.
Elgin kicked out of an Anderson powerbomb. Elgin clobbered Anderson with lariats, but was caught
with a reverse gun stun and fisherman's over the knee neckbreaker for two! Anderson kicked out of 
a top rope falcon arrow and signalled for the buckle bomb,  but Anderson got out of it. Elgin laid 
out Tonga and Gallows, who he then powerbombed Anderson over the top rope onto the other 
members of the Bullet Club at ringside. Elgin looked to pick Anderson up, but was gun stunned for 
his efforts. *** ¼

The second G1 match on the card was a veteran's bout of Satoshi Kojima (2-4) and Yuji Nagata (1-
5). Nagata did his usual armbar and dragon screw spots. Both men worked hard, but there was most 
certainly something missing here, as there seemed to be with Nagata and Kojima throughout the 
tournament. Nagata pinned Kojima with a backdrop. ***

Not even the champion of the Earth, Kazuchika Okada (5-1), could get my excited for a Yujiro 
Takahashi (2-4) match, even after the wacky CHAOS video that aired during intermission. Hall laid
Gedo and Okada out on the outside as Yujiro hugged Red Shoes in a use of smoke and mirrors that 
didn't improve the match one iota. They went to Takahashi's valet for comment on commentary. 
Okada kicked out of Miami Shine as Takahashi's valet did her best to look concerned. There was 
then a second ref bump with Hall running in after laying Gedo out. Hall lariated Okada and 
Takahashi made the cover for a second big nearfall. Okada won soon after with the Rainmaker. **

Next was the much hyped Shinsuke Nakamura (5-1) versus Tomoaki Honma (0-6) bout! Honma 
landed some big chops early, but was met with a big running knee to the gut. Honma struggled, but 
eventually managed to lift Nakamura up for a brainbuster. Honma took some punishment and 
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responded with a defiant slap. Honma blocked a Boma Ye with a slap and cut Nakamura down with 
a lariat and brain buster for two. Nakamura Came back with a Boma Ye from the second rope for a 
double down. Honma ducked repeated Boma Ye attempts, landed his Kokeshi and the Bernard 
driver for two! Nakamura avoided the Kokeshi, and took a Boma Ye for two! Nakamura went for a 
Boma Ye, but Honma ran at him with a huge headbutt before taking the Boma Ye to conclude 
Shinsuke's best G1 match up until this point. Although, given the calibre of Honma and Nakamura 
as workers this was a disappointment. ****  

NJPW, recognizing the significance of what was my favourite match of 2014, booked Hirooki Goto 
(5-1) and Tomohiro Ishii (4-2) in the main event of this Korakuen show! Goto violated the unified 
rules of mixed-martial-arts, landing a 12-6 elbow leading into a furious forearm war. This was a 
forearm exchange that went long enough to bring the crowd up, down, and then back up again. Goto
chopped Ishii seemingly as hard as he could, shots that Ishii ate and dished out. Ishii stood on 
Goto's head, but Goto gave Ishii the stare of death after a slap. Ishii then ran at Goto head first, a 
shot Goto completely no sold! Ishii landed a top rope brainbuster for two. Ishii sold a lariat like 
death and then came back for another lariat exchange. Both men refused to fall, although Ishii was 
on the verge and dropped with Goto's third attempt. These two ran the ropes, ducked, and landed 
lariats. Goto lost control of Ishii during a sunset powerbomb spot before taking a big headbutt. 
Another lariat war followed. Goto kicked out of a lariat at one! Ishii landed his over the knee 
neckbreaker and a sliding D for two! Goto landed a top rope over the knee neckbreaker but Ishii 
still kicked out to the delight of a rumbling Korakuen. Ishii kicked out of a headbutt at one. These 
two attempted to smash their own, as well as each others, brains out with headbutts until Goto 
landed the Shouten Kai for the win! **** ½ 

NJPW G1 Climax 25 August 11th 2015 Night 15
Korakuen Hall, Bunkyo, Tokyo
Ryan Clingman

There was no commentary on this show for no discernible reason. 

Tetsuya Naito (5-2) was screamed at by Doc Gallows (1-6) saying “take that sh** off your face 
a**h***”. Gallows screamed in Naito's face for refusing take his pants off in a timely fashion. 
Naito feigned a dive again before going into model mode, to which Gallows yelled “what is that?”. 
Naito threw the referee to the floor and spat in his general direction. There have been far too many 
referee bumps lately. Then in a surprise finish Gallows pinned Naito followed a chokeslam from the
top, moving him to but 2-6. Gallows, whilst far from my favourite in-ring performer in New Japan, 
has been a consistently entertaining character for quite some time now. ** ¾ 

Katsuyori Shibata (4-3) battled the soon to be deceased Hiroyoshi Tenzan (1-6) in the next match. 
Death due to Shibata, obviously. Amazingly, Tenzan dominated the early portions of this match, 
taking Shibata to the floor. Shibata locked in a figure four before brutally face-washing over 
Tenzan's cut and kicking him in the face.  Shibata didn't lay his kicks in too hard on poor Tenzan. 
Tenzan landed his anaconda vice slam, and locked in the submission for an unfortunate victory, 
moving Shibata, one of the best talents in the company, to 4-4. ***

In a match that Kota Ibushi (3-4) pretty much had to win tournament wise, he battled Toru Yano (2-
5) in what I thought would be a match to demonstrate how he could work any style. In what is 
becoming a yearly tradition, Yano earned an unneeded quick pinfall victory in less than two minutes
with Kenta Kobashi on commentary. * ¾ 
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AJ Styles (5-2) and Bad Luck Fale (5-2), opponents for the night, entered together along with the 
rest of the Bullet Club in an interesting moment. They teased the finger poke of doom spot, which 
detracted even further from this well below par G1 show. Fale kicked out, Styles yelled at him, and 
then apologised, looking for the too sweet, but then poked him in the eyes. Fale threw Styles to the 
floor and the rest of the club was very upset at this altercation. Anderson called Styles an 
“a**h***”, to which Styles responded, “stop calling me names, okay”. The rest of the club tried to 
minimise all possible damage, removing chairs from teammates hands, and preventing dives. Fale 
was on the war path and Anderson yelled “Run, AJ, run!”, as they brawled into the stands. Fale 
looked to Bad Luck Fall Styles into the crowd , which brought Anderson, Doc, and Tonga close to 
the point of tears. Fale looked for the Styles Clash, but then rolled Fale up with his feet on the 
ropes. This was one of the most entertaining comedy matches of the year, and whilst it was 
misplaced on a card such as this, everyone involved was great here, with Styles and Fale hugging it 
out in the post match. *** ¾     

Hiroshi Tanahashi (5-2) despite this being a non-title match, entered before the NEVER 
Openweight champion, Togi Makabe (4-3) here, which can be seen as a testament to the degree of 
importance with which NJPW views its belts. There was a fun spot early with Tanahashi slipping 
behind Makabe as to pull back on his knee, which he worked over for the entire match. Makabe 
took some heavy elbows, winced after being kicked in the knee, but then came back with a series of
lariats.  Tanahashi got this crowd to love Makabe, such was the strength of his subtle heel work. 
Tanahashi pinned Makabe with a high-fly-flow moving to 6-2. **** 

This was one of the lesser G1 shows of the tournament. 

NJPW G1 Climax 25 August 12h 2015 Night 16
Korakuen Hall, Bunkyo, Tokyo
Ryan Clingman
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Entering together like Styles and Fale the night prior were Yujiro Takahashi (2-5) and Karl 
Anderson (5-2), who went straight at it with a forearm exchange in the most exciting Takahashi has 
looked in months. Styles played the role of Anderson yesterday preventing a dive, and yelling “he is
family” at Anderson. The Bullet Club should only work each other from now on, as these two 
matches were fantastic. Anderson, even after taking a big low blow, managed to land a gun stun for 
the victory, and lay on his back selling his groin after the match. Takahashi got on his knees after 
the match and yelled “I'm sorry”, Anderson got on his knees too and they hugged each other. Long 
live the Bullet Club. ** ¾ 

Michael Elgin (4-3) and Hirooki Goto (5-2) were up next. Amazingly, Elgin was the more over of 
the two early on. Goto took a Death Valley driver on the apron! Elgin threw Goto around for a 
fantastic reaction – Korakuen chanting “Elgin! Elgin!”. Elgin took a headbutt, but rose back up to 
cut Goto off with a lariat to a rumbling reaction. Goto kicked out of a top rope deadlift superplex. 
Elgin made it out of a roll-up and then engaged Goto in a lariat battle. Goto rolled Elgin up with his 
Goto Shiki for the victory. Goto lifted Elgin's hand in the post match.  ****

Shinsuke Nakamura (5-2) and Satoshi Kojima (2-5) were booked in an interesting match-up we 
haven't seen for some time. Nakamura 
dominated Kojima early, landing knees as 
well as his guillotine knee-drop on the 
apron. Somewhere in the first four or so 
minutes of the match Nakamura cut his 
eyebrow, as he played an ever-cockier 
subtle heel. Nakamura didn't even attempt 
a cover following a second rope Boma Ye 
and then landed a knee to the head for 
what wasn't even bought as the closest of 
nearfalls. Kojima unloaded with lariats 
dropping Nakamura with a big one for a 
count of two. Kojima escaped an armbar 
and landed a giant lariat, which he 
believably sold the arm for. Nakamura 
landed a Boma Ye to a standing Kojima 
for the win moving him to 6-2. *** 14 

IWGP Heavyweight Champion, 
Kazuchika Okada (6-1), battled Korakuen 
favourite Yuji Nagata (2-5) in the semi-
main event of the evening. Okada teased a
clean break, but Okada heelishly elbowed 
Nagata. Nagata's evasion of a simple lariat
got a giant reaction. Nagata unloaded with
strikes to the delight of Korakuen. Okada 
landed a DDT on the floor which made an
awful thud. Okada got some great heat 
from landing repeated boots to the gut of 
Nagata, which Nagata sold masterfully. 
Nagata laid it in with some stiff forearms. 

A big forearm battle followed, which Okada won. Nagata locked in the Demon armbar. Nagata 
followed with repeated stiff kicks to the chest. Nagata went for an armbreaker, Okada looked to 
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counter it into a Rainmaker, but Nagata responded with a kick instead. Okada kicked out of a 
backdrop to massive rumbling. Okada dropkicked Nagata into the turnbuckle before both men 
fought for a gut-wrench, a battle which Nagata won. Okada took a leaping high kick, but responded 
with a dropkick to the chest and a tombstone. Nagata then fell to the rainmaker, putting Okada at 7-
1. This was the best Nagata match in a year, easily – a fantastic performance from both men. **** 
½ 

Tomoaki Honma (0-7) and Tomohiro Ishii (4-3) was our main event! Ishii didn't even give Honma 
enough time to pat his head before leaping back up to his feet following a lariat.  Ishii stood and 
took some big slaps before levelling Honma with one of his own. Ishii kicked Honma on the mat to 
which Honma responded with a deadlift vertical suplex for one of the biggest pops of the night! 
Ishii landed some hard forearms and called for more, dropping Honma with a single blow. A lariat 
war followed for a double down. There was a chop battle that went for an outrageously long time. 
Ishii too won this battle. Honma kicked out of Ishii's superplex. Honma ducked a sliding D, froze 
and then looked for a Kokeshi, which Ishii avoided. Honma then landed a spike DDT keeping Ishii 
on his head for several moments, which, as you would expect, Ishii sold like death. They went 
immediately to a battle of lariats, which Honma got the better of thanks to his earlier spike DDT. 
Ishii kicked out of the Bernard driver, but Honma missed the Kokeshi from the top. Honma then 
missed a flying headbutt into the corner, but landed a headbutt right into the arm of Ishii, which 
clearly hurt Honma's head more than Ishii's arm. Regardless, Honma kicked out of a lariat at one, 
and a sliding D at two.  Honma unloaded with slaps, took a shot, fell, but popped back up with a 
headbutt, Honma then landed a crazy sliding headbutt D for a massive nearfall. Honma took a 
leaping high kick to his bleeding mouth but then landed a middle rope diving headbutt, running 
headbutt, and top rope Kokeshi to which David Finlay Jr marked out. This was the finish, Honma 
got his big win! This crowd chanted “Honma! Honma!” to his theme in the post match. Fantastic 
stuff here, absolutely fantastic. In the raspiest smoker voice Honma cut a post-match promo with 
everyone still in their seats like he was Tanahashi. This was one of the best wrestling moments of 
2015 thus far. **** ¾ 
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NJPW G1 Climax 25 August 14th 2015 Night 17
Sumo Hall, Sumida, Tokyo
Ryan Clingman

Production values were expectedly the highest they had been for the entire G1 at Sumo Hall, 
unfortunately, there were visible empty seats, even towards the front, with much of the metal 
seating visible. This show drew 5658 fans. 

Katsuyori Shibata (4-4) and Doc Gallows (2-6) began the G1 portion of the first of three Sumo Hall
shows. Gallows landed a chokeslam on the apron. Shibata raked his boot across Gallows face early, 
Gallows responded, but took the dropkick in the corner, a move that he was smart enough to put his 
hands up for. Shibata kicked out of a sitout powerbomb, a move that Elgin has helped a lot to get 
over. Gallows escaped a triangle and landed repeated kicks and a tree slam for the win. POOR 
SHIBATA. ** ¾ 

Toru Yano (3-5) inexplicably sprayed Bad Luck Fale (5-3) with his water bottle in perhaps the worst
match on paper of the entire G1. Fale used Yano's DVD as a foreign object, and Tonga than broke 
Yano's merch! Fale teased a Bad Luck Fall into the crowd. Yano outsmarted Fale winning via count-
out and then running away as Fale smashed a few things. This didn't overstay its welcome, it could 
have gone shorter though. *

Tetsuya Naito (5-3) got his same heat with the mask gimmick against Hiroyoshi Tenzan (2-6) in 
Sumo Hall as he had at Korakuen and elsewhere. Naito used his jacket to taunt Tenzan like a bull 
and then did his feign dive spot. Naito made use of the always effective Mongolian chop theft spot 
for some easy heat, but was cut off with a headbutt. Tenzan locked in the anaconda vice, but Naito 
fought out and landed an enzuigiri and deadlift German suplex. There was quite the sloppy rear-
naked choke spot, which led to Tenzan landing a headbutt and locking in another anaconda vice for 
the submission in a dull match that went too long. Tenzan kicked Naito in the post match, and was 
spat at in return. ***

Kota Ibushi (3-5) had another opportunity to demonstrate his versatility against Togi Makabe (4-4). 
Ibushi landed some kicks to the chest, Makabe called for more, but took some shots to his injured 
thigh, before landing a series of lariats. Shibata landed on his feet off of an attempted spider suplex. 
Ibushi looked for a deadlift, but then cut Makabe off with a high kick and landed the phoenix splash
for the win. *** ¼ 

AJ Styles (6-2) and Hiroshi Tanahashi (6-2) as far as points and the evolution of the tournament 
went,  was far and away the most important match of the night, as it would decide who would 
progress to the finals. Styles tapped Tanahashi on the face and told him to bring it. Tanahashi tapped
Styles on the cheek this time around and took Styles to the mat. Tanahashi began to work over the 
legs of Styles landing repeated splashes and stomps to the knee, interspersed with leg locks and the 
like. Styles began to work over Tanahashi's leg in turn, yelling “how does it feel”. Styles went for a 
springboard, but was promptly pushed to the floor where he took a high fly flow with super height. 
Styles made it back in at 19, unfortunately the count out spot had already been teased throughout 
the evening, and been paid off. There was an unnecessary ref bump. Styles landed a low-blow to a 
modest amount of boos. Red Shoes was backup in time for Styles to lock in the calf killer. 
Tanahashi kicked out of a facebuster at two for a great nearfall. Tanahashi  went for the Styles 
Clash, Styles escaped, but Tanahashi then landed it for an insane nearfall. Styles got his knees up off
of a high fly flow and  landed one of his own for two! Tanahashi caught a pele and landed a dragon 
screw setting up for the standing high fly flow and the standard variant for the finish. Tanahashi 
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gave Styles a symbol “three” in the post match with both men on all fours. Styles walked off to 
applause. **** ½ 

NJPW G1 Climax 25 August 15th 2015 Night 18
Sumo Hall, Sumida, Tokyo 
Ryan Clingman

Notes from the Undercard: 

reDragon worked opposite Sho Tanaka and Yohei Komatsu in a unique and exciting matchup. 
Tanaka had a Boston crab locked in on 'O Reilly and refused to break. Fish unloaded with slaps on 
Komatsu who wouldn't die, that was until he was killed with a flying dropkick on the apron, and 
that was only for a few moments. They pinned Tanaka with chasing the dragon moment later, as 
expected.  *** ½

The Bucks attacked in the post match, which led directly into a Bucks versus White and Finlay 
match. Bucks won with the indie taker, and assaulted White and Finlay in the post match, which led
to a reDragon revenge run-in setting up the next night's match. Well, this was like two weeks worth 
of angles in a single night.  

In the G1 portion of the card Tomoaki Honma (1-7) worked Yujiro Takahashi (2-6) in his first post-
victory G1 singles match, as well as his last, for 2015 at least. Of course, this was the least 
interesting of all the Honma matches we had seen in this year's G1. Takahashi pinned Honma in a 
miscarriage of justice. ** ½ 

Michael Elgin (4-4) had his final G1 match in a New Japan run better than realistically anyone 
could have expected, against Tomohiro Ishii (4-4). Following a forearm battle Elgin proceeded to 
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punch Ishii in the eye! Ishii took a big German suplex into the corner and a splash to the same 
result. Ishii got Elgin up for a delayed vertical suplex! Elgin nearly knocked Ishii through Ishii (not 
a typo) with a lariat. Elgin landed repeated lariats, Ishii no sold and then dished out the same 
punishment to Elgin to a great response. Elgin then dropped Ishii with a forearm, and landed some 
rolling Germans! Ishii took the apron death valley driver into the guard rail. Ishii kicked out of a 
Michinoku driver from the top, and landed a reverse piledriver for a double down. A super stiff 
forearm battle ensued, with Elgin landing a back-fist and Ishii an enzuigiri. Elgin kicked out of a 
lariat at one and a sliding D that followed! Elgin landed a powerbomb, went for another, but landed 
an enzuigiri instead, which Ishii responded to with headbutts! Ishii pinned Elgin with a delayed 
brainbuster! **** ¼ 
                                      
Hirooki Goto (6-2) and Yuji Nagata (2-6) battled in a match that Goto would have to win to 
progress. Nagata took a big kick to the midsection and rolled to the outside. Nagata pinned Goto 
with a backdrop to conclude a fairly unremarkable match. ***

In the semi-mainevent on the evening Karl Anderson (6-2) and Satoshi Kojima (2-6) faced off, in 
another match that Anderson would have to win. Gallows, wearing sunglasses, looked flashy, before
landing cheap shots on the floor. They teased a double count out on the floor. Kojima pinned 
Anderson with a big lariat. ** ¾                                                                                                            

The main event was to decide the second participant in the G1 Climax 25 finals on Day 19. Heading
into the tournament it was one of my most highly anticipated match-ups, Kazuchika Okada (7-1) 
versus Shinsuke Nakamura (6-2), a rematch of last year's finals. Okada gave Nakamura the usual 
clean break, to which Nakamura responded with a cheesy grin and elbowed Okada as hard as he 
could. This led into an athletic exchange. Okada landed his DDT on the outside. Okada looked to be
winding up for chops in the corner, but instead landed repeated forearms and did Nakamura's 
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vibrations to boos, which he has been embracing over the past couple of nights, working subtle 
heel. Nakamura came back with a kick and giant running knee to the chest. Nakamura did his 
vibrations and began to land a flurry of knees to a grounded Okada. Nakamura stomped on Okada's 
toes for the advantage in a forearm battle, although Okada still managed to plant him with a flapjack
and DDT. Nakamura responded with his knee to the mid-section in the corner for a double down. 
Okada landed his belly to back over the shoulder over the knee backbreaker and heavy rain both for 
two. Nakamura landed a back-cracker and reverse powerslam setting up for an attempted Boma Ye. 
Okada kicked out of a second rope Boma Ye. Nakamura went for another Boma Ye had it countered
into a magistral cradle, leading to a dropkick to the floor! Nakamura landed his tombstone on the 
outside! Nakamura looked as though he was going to be counted out, but was thrown back in by 
Okada, which should play into storyline should this program continue to the Dome. Nakamura 
blocked the rainmaker with a high kick, Okada went for a backslide, but had it countered with a 
Boma Ye for a double down. They began to trade forearms, Nakamura threw, was too tired to 
connect, but then unloaded with a flurry. Okada took a knee to the gut and axe kick again for two! 
The Boma Ye is essentially the shining wizard number two. Okada kicked out of a death valley 
driver and went for the Boma Ye again, praying, but had it countered with an amazing dropkick, so 
beautiful that Red Shoes made the out of the part motion with his hands. Okada knocked 
Nakamura's mouth piece out with a Rainmaker, Okada looked to finish him as he had in 2014, but 
had it countered. He landed a German, had it countered, then landed a tombstone, but had the 
second rainmaker countered into an armbar and then a triangle! Okada clasped his arms, but had the
armbar inverted for the submission in an outstanding G1 semi-final. The booking of this finish was 
out of this world, as the armbar and rainmaker teases in the third match will be insane. Nakamura 
did a fist bump with Okada in the post match. **** ¾               

NJPW G1 Climax 25 August 16th 2015 Night 19
Sumo Hall, Sumida, Tokyo    
Ryan Clingman

New Japan's second biggest show of the year opened with a bizarre segment featuring, of all people,
ROH booker Hunter 'Delirious' Johnson. He was masked, and speaking somewhat normally, albeit 
with a very disconcerting bad Japanese accent. There was a translator, so the point of the accent was
lost completely on me. The fans didn't know quite what to make of this, although chanted ROH 
before and after his segment. He threw a ROH t-shirt into the crowd afterwards.

The opening match was the standard opening trios bout of David Finlay, Mascara Dorada, and 
Ryusuke Taguchi, versus Jushin Thunder Liger, Yohei Komatsu, and Sho Tanaka. I will never quite 
understand why, Dorada, surely one of the top three or four juniors in the entire company has been 
forever relegated to opening card matches. Taguchi pinned Komatsu with a flying hip attack in a 
good opener, but one that as I could have assured you going in, didn't surpass a level of mild 
forgettable fun. ***

They then grouped most of the veterans together for TenCozy and Captain New Japan versus Yuji 
Nagata, Manabu Nakanishi, and Jay White. TenCozy tagged in Captain New Japan, which almost 
never results in anything good . White tapped to the anaconda vice. **

Michael Elgin versus YOSHI-HASHI, your bizarre random CAW selection match for the evening 
was next. Elgin landed his standard assortment of power moves all to good reactions, as HASHI 
fought from underneath. HASHI kicked out of the avalanche death valley driver,  and even 
attempted  his swanton. Elgin pinned HASHI with a sitout powerbomb. ***
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Tama Tonga, Yujiro Takahashi, and Bad Luck Fale entered with a leopard woman, complete with 
tail, were out for a match against the CHAOS team of Toru Yano, Kazushi Sakuraba and Tomohiro 
Ishii. Very little of any great substance arose from this hodgepodge of a stable battle. Ishii pinned 
Tonga with a brainbuster. ** 1/2

In a pairing of six of the best performers of the 2015 G1 Climax, Kota Ibushi, Katsuyori Shibata 
and Hirooki Goto faced Tomoaki Honma, Tetsuya Naito, and Togi Makabe. Shibata staring Makabe 
and Naito down from his side of the ring got a big reaction, as did Honma's clean break, and Naito's
cheap shot from behind that followed. Honma managed to restrain Shibata, which bled into Naito's 
heat on Goto. And what fantastic heat it was, with Naito running back and knocking Shibata off of 
the apron repeatedly and just getting heat from breathing. Naito toyed with Shibata a little too long, 
as was then torn down by Goto who made a super hot tag to Shibata who ran wild on Naito to 
"Shibata" chants. Shibata took several strikes to the face in the corner, smiling in response. Ibushi 
was very good alongside Makabe and Honma. Honma and Ibushi went at it, as Naito was mauled 
by Shibata out on the floor. Ibushi pinned Honma with a phoenix splash. Shibata had to be pulled 
off of a Naito in the post match, Makabe off of Ibushi. Makabe went after Ibushi but was "knocked 
out" with a series of palm strikes and a high kick. Both Tetsuya Naito/Shibata and Ibushi/Makabe 
could be fun programs for the coming months, as the scene of Shibata sitting legs crossed arms 
folded as Naito did his pose on the apron and threw stuff around was money, as was the brawling 
here.  *** 

Genichiro Tenryu and Gedo spoke in an unexpected segment. Okada was brought down and said a 
few things to pop the crowd. Sumo Hall was popping left and right and they had a face off. Okada 
apparently said that Tenryu is likely that he wasn't around during Tenryu's era. These two will battle 
on November 15th at Sumo Hall in what will almost certainly be one of the more memorable 
matches of 2015. 

In a match announced during the original G1 card and date releases, reDragon challenged the Young
Bucks for their IWGP Junior Tag Team Titles. There was a lot of comedy and numbing flying early, 
with the Bucks being over the top entertaining heel goofs. Then things got bizarre, as Cody Hall put
'O Reilly on his shoulders and ran off with him to the back and through the curtain, before coming 
back, with 'O Reilly nowhere to be seen. The Bucks had the heat on Fish for quite some time, as he 
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even attempted to make a one man comeback laying both men out. 'O Reilly appeared from the 
back and evaded Hall and wrecked shop. Bucks landed a 450 splash on 'O Reilly. Fish foiled the 
Meltzer driver, which allowed 'O Reilly to land repeated butterfly suplex and a double team DDT 
for two. Repeated belts shots behind the referees back with a distraction assist from Cody Hall 
followed allowing for the bucks to land the Meltzer driver on Fish, which he kicked out of! 'O 
Reilly spat at the Bucks, but ducked a double superkick, which resulted in Hall taking it. Nick 
ducked another kick, but Matt set up for a Meltzer driver on the floor, but instead Fish and 'O Reilly
landed Chasing the Dragon on the floor. Nick kicked out of a top rope death valley driver, but they 
then landed Chasing the Dragon in the ring for the win. Even with all of the overbooked 
shenanigans in this match, this was still a significant improvement over the same generic three-
ways we had been getting every week. ****

One of the very best juniors in the world in KUSHIDA, and Ricochet had a match for the IWGP 
Junior Heavyweight championship. There were some amazingly athletic exchanges early. Ricochet 
landed his insane hilo over the post to the floor!  Ricochet brought the aggression on the outside. 
KUSHIDA fought for a Kimura, in ring,  but Ricochet managed to evade. KUSHIDA caught 
Ricochet mid-splash in an armbar!  They traded strikes on their knees, and worked up to their feet 
for an eventual double down. Ricochet landed rolling northern lights suplexes for two! KUSHIDA 
avoided a 450, but was then decked with a right fist to boos. Another set of super fast paced 
exchanges followed. Ricochet landed one of the best shooting star presses you will ever see, went 
for the 630, but KUSHIDA avoided, and locked in his Kimura for the submission! Ricochet raised 
KUSHIDA's hand in the post match.  **** 

The semi-main event was a strange mix of teams captained by G1 A and B Block runners up with 
Kazuchika Okada and THE KINGDOM of Mike Bennett and Matt Taven with Maria Kanellis 
versus AJ Styles, Karl Anderson, and Tama Tonga.  The majority of the match featured very little of 
note. Although there was a memorable comedy spot with Maria distracting both Anderson and 
Styles on the apron, with Styles and Gallows dancing and preventing Gallows from striking Maria –
this gave the babyface side the advantage. Interestingly it looked like they were going to the finish 
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with Styles and Okada with some repeats of their monumental exchange from earlier this year. And,
it just so happened that Styles pinned Okada with the Styles' clash, setting up another match 
between the two later on in the year.  *** ¼ 

Masahiro Chono and Keiji Mutoh  were brought out, albeit with dubbed theme music, and their 
comments, together with Nogami's were played over the house mic. The camera shots of the crowd 
revealed super no vacancy.

Shinsuke Nakamura and Hiroshi Tanahashi then entered for the finals of the 2015 G1 Climax 
tournament. Historically I haven't been a fan of the Nakamura/Tanahashi pairing, and was 
particularly disappointing with their Dome match and rematches that followed. With that being said 
this match felt very big coming in, although, a first time Styles/Nakamura meeting could have very 
well captured the same feeling. Tanahashi yanked at Nakamura's arm early. "Tanahashi" chants bled
into calls for "Shinsuke". They did some of the expected big match NJPW chain wrestling early. 

Interestingly, after taunting and working a 
subtle heel role Tanahashi began to work on the
knee of Shinsuke and not his elbow, at least 
early. This makes sense, as Nakamura's key 
offence is leg based, and Tanahashi's best 
submissions also focus on that region. 
Tanahashi teased the vibrations in the corner, 
but then decided against it. He was then high 
kicked to death from the top rope to the floor. 
Nakamura cheekily booted a kneeling 
Tanahashi in the face, which fired the A block 
winner up, to an extent that he was able to 
prevent the corner vibrations. Nakamura went 
for it again, but was countered into a dragon 
screw in the ropes. Tanahashi then landed his 
high fly flow to the floor! Tanahashi was 
booted to the outside for a count of 18. A 
furious forearm battle followed. Nakamura 
landed a sloppy looking back-cracker, and 
powerslam. Nakamura had a Boma Ye 
countered as Tanahashi continued to work over 
his legs, as he had still, more than mid-way 
through the match, failed to land a single Boma
Ye. Tanahashi missed a high fly flow, which 
allowed Shinsuke to land a gigantic Boma Ye 
to the back of the head, but failed to capitalise, 
due to the damage done to his knee. Nakamura 
landed his leaping Boma Ye and looked for a 

third, but had it countered into a  neck-roll clutch. Tanahashi took yet another Boma Ye for the 
count of two, Nakamura's first post-Boma-Ye pinfall attempt. Nakamura took a sling blade and high
fly flow in a standing position and one to the gut for two!  Tanahashi slapped Shinsuke, but 
Nakamura responded with just a stiff punch to the face and followed with a falcon arrow for a 
double down. Sumo Hall was behind Shinsuke. There was another war of a forearm exchange. 
Nakamura threw what looked to be his last shot, and then dropped. He took Tanahashi to the ground
and bombarded him with knees. Tanahashi countered one into a dragon screw, Nakamura slapped 
away, but Tanahashi didn't break and landed it. Nakamura looked for the ankle lock with Tanahashi 
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rolling in and out of the ropes. Tanahashi escaped by stomping Nakamura in the face. Shinsuke 
exploded with a Boma Ye! Still only two! Nakamura took Tanahashi to the top rope where the pair 
battled with strikes and slaps! Nakamura refused to fall, but eventually dropped at the same time as 
Tanahashi looked for a high fly flow. Nakamura kicked out of a dragon suplex that followed!  
Nakamura took a high fly flow to the back, and one to the front for the win! This means, of course 
that we will, in all likelihood, see Tanahashi/Okada once more at the Dome. It should be noted that 
there were Nakamura fans crying in the crowd. Nakamura offered Tanahashi a handshake in the 
post match and lifted his generational rival's hand as Mutoh and Chono looked on. The question 
must be asked that had Nakamura not injured his elbow, would he have won this G1? Regardless, 
this was an outstanding match and my second favourite match of the tournament behind 
Ibushi/Shibata. **** 3/4       

WWE SummerSlam – August 23rd 2015
Barclays Centre: Brooklyn, NY. 
Ben Carass.

The biggest, and longest, SummerSlam of all time ended with an overbooked whimper rather than a
bang. If you include the pre-show, SummerSlam was a 4 hour and 40 minute event which is a 
LONG time for any promotion, let alone WWE. Unlike big New Japan, or even Dragon Gate, 
events, there were points that the show dragged and unlike the two aforementioned companies, the 
SummerSlam card didn’t build to the main events and a big climax. Instead, the Seth Rollins/John 
Cena title-for-title co-main event went on at the two hour mark and we then got two essentially 
dead matches before Lesnar/Taker went on in the real main event. It’s not that much of a negative 
really, as WWE usually book their big shows that way in order to give the main events time to 
breath and to bring the crowd down before taking them back up again. The finishes in the two main 
events, on the other hand, were certainly negatives. Cena & Rollins had a great match which was 
tarnished by John Stewart running in and helping Seth Rollins win the US title. Then, after a 
Lesnar & Taker put on a hell of a performance, which had no right to be as good as it was, they did
a convoluted deal with Undertaker tapping-out, the referee not seeing it, the Timekeeper ringing 
the bell anyway, the match continuing, Taker hitting a low-blow and applying the Gogoplata, 
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Brock refusing to tap and flipping off Taker, Brock passing-out and the ref stopping the match. In 
actuality, the idea of the finish was a pretty creative way to protect Lesnar, because crazy old man 
Vince just had to give Taker his win back, but the execution wasn’t great as it was unclear that 
Taker actually tapped until after the match on a replay and the crowd completely died after the 
timekeeper rang the bell the first time. 

Over-complicated finishes aside, the show was mostly enjoyable. There were no bad matches on the
undercard, however nothing really stood-out either. The main events had a chance to really put the 
show over the top, but as mentioned wacky booking prevented that from happening. If they would 
have laid the card out in a manner that built to the big matches throughout the night and given us 
two great back-to-back main events with clean finishes, like NXT did the night before, then 
SummerSlam could have been a contender for WWE show of the year. Unfortunately WWE 
screwed-up two perfectly good main events by being, well, WWE.    

Nothing of note happened on the pre-show, so let’s just get right into the PPV. Host, Jon Stewart 
welcomed us to the show and did the “No Sleep ‘Till Brooklyn” line. He hyped the card then got to 
the point of the opening segment, which was he was still upset about the Brock Lesnar breaking 
Undertaker’s streak. Stewart wanted to interview Brock but he said he was a small, weak man 
that needed back-up. Who was Stewart’s back-up? Cain Velasquez? A gassed-up Alistair 
Overeem? No, in fact Stewart decided that a broken-down Mick Foley would be sufficient muscle 
if things got real with Brock Lesnar. Foley got his cheap pop then explained to Stewart that he 
misheard him over the phone and thought Stewart wanted his help to interview The Rock. Stewart
& Foley agreed to abandon the whole thing and that was pretty much it. It was a complete waste of 
time, but on a 4 hour show I suppose it could have been a lot worse.

Randy Orton vs. Sheamus. – Sheamus over in 12:28. Good match; putting it in the opener was a 
smart move since nobody on earth cares about these two working each other. Crowd got bored 
while Sheamus worked over Orton for the heat and sang the “Ole” song. Orton received a small 
cut on his forehead, but they thankfully didn’t stop the match. At 9:40, Sheamus went for a diving 
shoulder block from the apron but Orton countered with an RKO, however Sheamus rolled out of 
the ring. Sheamus avoided Orton’s punt and hit White Noise for a near-fall at 11:10. Finish saw 
Sheamus counter an RKO and win clean as a sheet with two Brogue-kicks. – Sheamus over clean 
was weird, especially since Orton had the WWE Champion beat on RAW before Sheamus 
interfered. I guess we’re getting a rematch since it’s 1-1, but I have zero desire to see these two 
wrestle ever again. (***)

WWE Tag Team Championship: Prime Time Players (C) vs. Lucha Dragons vs. Los 
Matadores w/El Torito vs. New Day (Big E & Kofi) w/Xavier Woods. – New Day, New Champs
at 11:20. Beforehand, New Day sang “Empire State of Mind” with the lyrics changed to “Let’s hear 
it for New Day.” It was great. Match was decent, although it wasn’t much early. New Day tried to 
pin each other to win, like the New Age Outlaws did in a four-way match on RAW in 1998. It 
picked up when Titus got the hot tag and threw men around. There was a parade of big dives; El 
Torito got in on the action but Xavier Woods caught him and slammed him on the floor. Finish 
came when Kofi made a blind tag on Titus during a Tower of Doom spot; Titus then hit a Matador
with his finish but Kofi snuck in and stole the pin. – New Day were over like heroes and their 
celebration afterwards was tremendous. Fun match for what it was. (** ¾ )

John Stewart and his son were back stage with Neville & Steven Amell. The Undertaker walked 
passed them and Stewart was scared. It was kind of goofy and added nothing to the show.
Rusev w/Summer Rae vs. Dolph Ziggler w/Lana. – Double Count-Out at 11:50. Lana ditched the
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business suit and had a much less appealing double denim top and skirt like a girl out of a Poison 
video in 1987. They had an okay match. Rusev sort of worked over Ziggler’s throat, but not nearly 
enough. Rusev absolutely crushed Ziggler with a summersault senton during the heat. Rusev 
applied the Accolade, but let go like a moron when Lana slapped Hot Summer on the floor. They 
ended up on the floor and Ziggler superkicked Rusev onto the announce table, but he couldn’t beat 
the 10 count and both men were counted-out. – It’s clear they are setting up a mixed tag, which 
could be rough. The fans are into Lana though, so with enough smoke and mirrors I guess they can 
pull it off. (**)

Neville & Steven Amell vs. Stardust & King Barrett. – Neville & Amell over in 7:35. This was 
much different than I was expecting. Amell just looked like a regular guy in shorts and knee pads; I 
was kind of expecting something a little more superheroie. Also, I figured Amell would just stand 
on the apron, do some of his parkour and make the comeback. However, Amell sold for the heat, 
which I guess makes sense since the outsider got beaten up by the real pro wrestlers. Neville ran 
wild then Amell did a dive off the post to the floor onto both heels. Neville hit the Red Arrow on 
Barrett to get the pin. – Simple feel-good match. Amell was perfectly fine in his role, and 
compared to some celebrity involvement we have seen over the years, this wasn’t bad at all. (** ½ )
IC Championship: Ryback (C) vs. Big Show vs. Miz. – Ryback retained in 5:33. Big Show, at 43
years old, did an incredibly stupid and ugly flip senton off the middle rope onto Ryback. They all 
hit their finishes on each other then finally Show KO’d Miz and Ryback dumped Show over the 
top and pinned Miz. – I would say this was short and painless, but that senton from Big Show was 
extremely painful to watch. (** ¼ )

Jon Stewart knocked on Brock Lesnar’s locker room door. Paul Heyman came out and told him 
to get lost. Stewart went on a rant about how nobody would remember who broke the 
Undertaker’s streak, which is laughably absurd. Heyman sand “Battle Hymn of the RepuBROCK”
again then insulted Stewart by asking, “We couldn’t get David Letterman to host the show?” 
Dean Ambrose & Roman Reigns vs. Bray Wyatt & Luke Harper. – Ambrose & Reigns over in 
10:55. Fun, wild brawl. Reigns was despised by the New York crowd.  It broke down early and 
Ambrose did his running elbow off the announce tables onto Wyatt. Harper superkicked Reigns 
over the announce table, a spot we saw earlier by the way, and the heels worked over Ambrose for 
the heat. Reigns was down for an eternity and the fans chanted, “Roman’s sleeping”. Finally he got
the hot tag and ran wild; Reigns & Ambrose hit Wyatt with the Doomsday Device and the fans 
chanted “LOD.” They also gave Harper a Shield-style double powerbomb. Finish came when 
Ambrose countered Sister Abigail into the Dirty Deeds DDT and Reigns pinned Wyatt with a 
spear. – Another clean loss for Bray Wyatt, who never ever seems to deliver on his promises. I 
know he’s a heel, but he can’t just be a guy who never backs up his words; it’s hard enough for fans 
to get into his promos as it is. Why should anybody take this guy seriously when he always loses 
big matches? (***)

WWE Championship & US Championship: Seth Rollins (WWE Champion) vs. John Cena 
(US Champion). – Rollins became the WWE & US Champ in 19:25. Excellent match, marred by a
lame finish; Rollins, who wore new white gear, was the star of the match and had one of his best 
performances to date.  It was kind of a John Cena indie match special, with near-falls and big 
moves being hit from about the 5 minute mark. Rollins pulled out all kinds of movez: a triple tope 
spot, a running shooting star press, two phoenix splashes (neither of which connected) and a 
gorgeous frog splash. Cena applied the Figure Four about 15 minutes in and the announcers went 
crazy that Cena was going to tie Ric Flair’s 16 World title record with his own hold. Rollins came 
back with a Superplex and rolled through to deliver a Falcon Arrow for a near-fall. The referee took 
a bump at 17:45 when Cena hoisted Rollins up for the AA; Cena hit the move and got the visual 
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pinfall, but there was no ref to count. Jon Stewart ran down with a chair and he teased hitting both 
men, before finally nailing Cena in the stomach and placing the chair for Rollins to hit a pedigree 
onto it. The ref got back in and counted the fall and the building exploded. – I guess WWE got their 
“SportsCenter” moment with the Stewart interference. How they are going to pay this off is beyond
me at this point, but it certainly hurt what was a fantastic match. (**** ¼ )

Elimination Rules: Team BAD vs. Team Bella vs. Team PCB. – Team PCB over in 15:20. 
Crowd was DEAD for this and just comparing this to Sasha vs. Bayley from the night before is like
night and day. Sasha & Naomi did double summersault planchas and the Bellas did double topes. 
Brie eliminated Team Bad when she pinned Tamina with a botched top rope X-Factor. Paige sold 
for the heat; Becky & Charlotte each made comebacks. Becky pinned Brie with a uranage. – They
couldn’t pin Nikki Bella and actually accomplish something with this mess of a revolution? It’s 
almost laughable how badly WWE have screwed up this Divas deal; I mean, it’s not hard to figure 
out why the women are over in NXT, but the Creative cretins just can’t seem to figure it out. (** ¾ )
Cesaro vs. Kevin Owens. – Owens over in 14:20. Good match hurt by a tired crowd and its place 
on the card; like I alluded to earlier, in Japan this would have been the semi-main, but in WWE it 
was in the “Death Slot”. Owens & Cesaro both did big planchas early then Owens hit his 
cannonball into the barricade on the floor to start the heat. Cesaro landed a gut wrench superplex at 
7:45 for a near-fall. Owens missed his springboard moonsault, but landed a superkick and went for 
the pop-up powerbomb which Cesaro countered into a diving corkscrew European uppercut off the 
ropes. Cesaro did the giant swing at 11:40 and hooked the Sharpshooter. Owens got to the ropes 
then hit the super fisherman buster and the pop-up powerbomb for the clean finish. – The fans 
wanted to be into the match and they popped when they were supposed to, but they were tired and 
waiting for the main event at this point. Cesaro didn’t really need to lose as he’s been getting some 
momentum recently, however Owens also shouldn’t have lost after doing jobs in at least 3 big 
matches, so it was a no win situation. (*** ¼ )

Brock Lesnar w/Paul Heyman vs. The Undertaker. – Undertaker over via Ref Stoppage at 
17:20. Lesnar jumped Taker before the bell and they had a short brawl which woke the crowd up 
and immediately got them into the match. Brock landed his first suplex, an over-head belly-to-belly, 
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at 1:30 and followed up with a German. Taker spit Lesnar open with a big boot to the face and hit 
his guillotine legdrop at 4:15. Brock countered a chokeslam and hit three more Germans. They 
ended up on the floor and Lesnar gave Taker an F5 through the announce table. Back inside, 
Taker told Brock he would have to kill him and delivered a chokeslam then a tombstone for a near-
fall at 10:05. They did the spot from WrestleMania XXX, with Brock doing the Taker sit-up and 
laughing maniacally, but this time Taker sat up and laughed even more maniacally than Lesnar; 
they both brawled up from their knees and the people went crazy. Brock kicked out of the Last Ride
and Taker kicked out of two more F5s before the finish, which as noted was a good idea but 
executed poorly. So, Brock had Taker in the Kimura and Taker tapped out, however Charles 
Robinson missed the tap because he was checking on Lesnar’s shoulders. Watching live, the 
camera angle didn’t show Taker tapping and the Timekeeper rang the bell, which elicited mass 
confusion in the arena. Heyman screamed, “He tapped” but the match continued because Charles 
Robinson said so and Taker gave Brock another low-blow. Taker applied the Gogoplata; Lesnar 
refused to tap and flipped Taker off before passing out and the ref stopped the match. They showed 
a bunch of replays afterwards that clearly showed Taker tapping-out, but it was too late and the 
mood of the great match had been killed. Heyman got on the mic and screamed, “NO, NO, NO” 
then declared Lesnar the winner via tap-out.  – Clearly the right story to tell was Undertaker 
failing to beat Lesnar again and putting his career on the line at WrestleMania, but this is Vince 
McMahon and the WWE, so of course they had to do 50/50 booking and do the convoluted finish. 
Great match with a finish that was a good idea conceptually, but could have been a lot better had 
they actually shown Taker tapping-out live. (****)

NXT TakeOver: Brooklyn – August 22nd 2015
Barclays Centre: Brooklyn, NY. 
Ben Carass.

The sixth, and biggest ever, Takeover special kicked off three straight nights of sell-outs from the 
WWE at the Barclays Centre in Brooklyn, New York. All of the previous NXT specials have been 
good/great shows and Takeover: Brooklyn was no exception. The major difference this time around 
was the aesthetic of the NXT talent working in front of a sold-out 13,000 seat arena, which 
automatically gave the show a memorable and special feel compared to the five previous specials 
from the 200 seat Full Sail Arena. None of the wrestlers looked overwhelmed by the occasion and 
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instead of being swallowed up by the arena, every single performer stepped up and looked like they 
belonged on the big stage. The show followed the usual Takeover format, which is by no means a 
bad thing, of a bunch of solid undercard matches that build throughout the night to the big main 
events. And what main events we got. Finn Balor retained the NXT Championship over Kevin 
Owens in an excellent ladder match, however the story of the night, once again, was the women not
just stealing the show, but virtually shutting down the entire city because nothing on SummerSlam 
or RAW could follow what Sasha Banks & Bayley did in their NXT Women’s Championship 
match. It seems like on every Takeover special the girls are determined to top the last great 
women’s match that the whole wrestling world was raving about, well what Bayley & Sasha did in 
18 minutes and 22 seconds may never be topped by any women/divas match in WWE history. 
Bayley captured the Women’s title and the fans, who were living and dying through the match, 
exploded like they had just seen Mick Foley beat the Rock for the WWF title. After the miscarriage
of the Divas Revolution on the main roster and an all-time horrendous segment with Team PCB & 
The Bellas on RAW, is it really that hard to figure out why the women in NXT matter and the girls 
on RAW are still an afterthought? The women’s division in NXT organically grew into something 
the fans cared about over the course of 2 solid years of the television presenting them like legitimate
stars on par, and sometimes higher, than the men. Stephanie McMahon didn’t come out on NXT 
TV and tell the fans “You have to like the women now, because we said so.” The NXT girls got 
themselves over through hard work, smart booking and being treated as equals to the men. That is 
simply never, EVER going to happen on RAW, no matter how much Mother Hen Stephanie tells 
the fans what to do. Anyway, enough ranting, let’s get into the show.

In a darkened arena, HHH cut a promo without a microphone about how the fans made NXT into a 
revolution and he thrust his arms into the air to shine light upon the earth and the crowd went 
insane. This was right out of Paul Heyman’s ECW bag of tricks, but it worked like a charm.
Jushin “Thunder” Liger vs. Tyler Breeze. – Liger over in 8:42. Decent, but very underwhelming 
opener. They didn’t even pay to use Liger’s song, which angered me to no end as I had to listen to 
his cheap, Jim Johnston knock-off. Liger mocked Breeze by posing on the ropes and taking a 
selfie with his selfie stick; the fans ate it up. Liger showed off his surfboard and Romero special 
early then Breeze cut him off with a superkick and got some heat. Liger came back and hit his 
koppu kick, which one of the geek announcers called the “KA-POO kick”. Breeze got his knees up 
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on a splash then got a near-fall with a crucifix pin. Finish saw Liger hit the Shotei and pin Breeze 
clean with the Liger-bomb. – Fans were into Liger a lot and he didn’t really need to do much to get
a reaction. Going in I was expecting a similar match to Liger/Adam Cole from last year, but 
instead it was more like Liger/Samoa Joe from TNA Bound for Glory 2005. Liger over clean was 
a little weird, as Breeze didn’t really get much out of this in the end, but still Jushin “Thunder” 
Liger’s first ever WWE match is certainly a historic moment to be remembered. (** ¾ )

NXT Tag Team Championship: Blake & Murphy (c) w/Alexa Bliss vs. The Vaudevillains 
w/Blue Pants. – Vaudevillains became the new champs at 10:16. Match wasn’t much early, but it 
picked up towards the end and the fans went crazy for the title switch. The ‘Villains came out in 
Blue tights, so everyone knew that Blue Pants would be their back up and the place went banana 
when she was introduced. They have been building up to the ‘Villains getting payback on Alexa for
weeks on TV and Blue Pants finally got her hands on her and took her out of the equation. 
Vaudevillains hit their whirling dervish and Murphy took the fall. – The NXT Tag division has 
never been that great, but here in front of this crowd it seemed just as important as the other two 
major championships in the territory. By the way, Blue Pants got a bigger pop than Liger. Shame 
on you, Brooklyn. (** ¾ )

Apollo Crews vs. Tye Dillinger. – Crews over in 4:43. Crews looked great in his debut, although 
he did sell way too much for Dillinger. Crews did some flips and hit his jumping enziguri then got 
the win with a military press and one half one the Uhaa combination, a standing moonsault. – I 
would have just had Crews kill Dillinger and hit all his impressive spots, but I suppose it doesn’t 
really matter. Once Vince see’s Crews he’ll be on RAW faster than you can say, “Too Easy”.  (**)
William Regal announced that the Dusty Rhodes Tag Team Classic tournament would begin on 
September 2nd and culminate on October 7th at the next Takeover special. 

Baron Corbin vs. Samoa Joe. – Joe over in 10:09. Match was better than I expected. Joe did a 
tope early and tied up Corbin with his crossface/rings of Saturn submission spot. Corbin tripped 
Joe on the apron and used a heel hook, I guess because he’s a Jitz guy now; Corey Graves made 
sure to point out that the heel hook applied pressure to the KNEE of Joe. Joe came back and they 
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exchanged strikes; Corbin got a few near-falls before Joe choked him out with the Coquina Clutch.
– This was probably Corbin’s best match to date, much better than that boring match he had with 
Rhyno. Joe can stay in NXT forever as far as I’m concerned, because just being in the ring with 
him elevated Corbin’s game and no doubt Joe would be made into just another guy on the main 
roster. (***)

Throughout the show they showed various luminaries in the crowd, Seth Rollins with his girlfriend,
Rick Rubin, the Tough Enough geeks, Team BAD, who were there to support Sasha Banks in her 
NXT Women’s title defence. Then we got a shot of this crew in the crowd: Sergeant Slaughter, Ric
Flair and KANA! (Spelled KANNA; I guess that’s a deal like TAZZ) I’m assuming they are 
bringing Kana in to either be a talent or maybe to help out with training. Just imagine the 
conversation between Ric Flair & Kana! Stephanie McMahon came out and claimed “15,589” in 
attendance then put over NXT for starting the Divas Revolution. 

NXT Women’s Championship: Sasha Banks (C) vs. Bayley. – Bayley became the new champion
at 18:22. Outstanding match; possibly the best women’s match in WWE history. Playing off the 
heated rivalry, which has essentially been building for two years, they started out brawling and 
Bayley hit a springboard elbow while Sasha was tied in the tree-of-woe. Sasha cut Bayley off with 
her double-knees in the corner, which she hit from the top rope. Sasha went after Bayley’s injured 
wrist and trapped it between the ring and the steps then kicked the stairs into it. Sasha did a huge 
tope-con-hilo over the referee and the top rope; fans chanted “Holy Sh*t”. Bayley made her 
comeback with one arm but Sasha caught her in the Banks Statement and stamped on Bayley’s 
hand as she reached for the ropes: Awesome. Bayley reversed and used Sasha’s own hold against 
her then hit the Bayley-to-Belly for a near-fall that the crowd went nuts for. Bayley went for a 
Frankensteiner but Sasha held onto the top rope and Bayley crashed hard on the mat. Finish saw 
both women fighting for position on the ropes then Bayley hit a crazy super reverse Frankensteiner 
and followed up with the Bayley-to-Belly to get the win. The fans went ballistic for the finish and 
the title change and Bayley was in tears after the match. Charlotte & Becky Lynch showed up to 
congratulate Bayley then Sasha joined in like a 2015 version of the Curtain Call and the women 
threw up the 4 Horsewomen sign. – Forget this being one of the best women’s matches; this was 
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one of the best matches that NXT has presented, period. The story was perfect and the women 
nearly killed themselves to put on a blow-away match that all the fans have come to except from 
these Takeover shows. Bayley’s polka dot head and wrist bands kinds of gave away the finish, but 
you can’t take anything away from what these two women did here. (**** ¾ )
HHH was shown announcing to the live crowd before the show went on the air that NXT would be 
touring the UK in December. 

Ladder Match for the NXT Championship: Finn Balor (C) vs. Kevin Owens. – Balor retained 
in 21:32. Excellent match, but after the emotionally draining women’s title switch they had a 
mountain to climb. In front of so many hardcore fans they could have just gone out and had a stunt-
filled indie spot fest, however they essentially had a No DQ match with a ladder, which had a really 
good flow and gave the big spots time to breath. They brawled into the crowd and Owens tossed 
Balor over the announcer’s table. Owens pulled out a ladder but Balor landed a dropkick off the 
table and got his leg tangled up in the process. The first real big ladder spot came at about 12 
minutes when Owens took backdrop onto an open ladder that was lying on its side. Owens 
powerbombed Balor on the apron and hit a couple of superkicks then went for a suplex off a ladder 
onto another ladder that was set up like a bridge in the corner. Balor countered and shoved Ownes 
off onto the ladder bridged across the ropes. Balor couldn’t reach the belt from his position so 
instead he hit the double stomp off the ladder then repositioned it and climbed up to retrieve his 
title. – As I mentioned, they basically had a No DQ/street fight with a ladder and it made for a really
enjoyable match. Maybe some people were disappointed at the lack of big stunts, but I much prefer 
this kind of ladder match to the dangerous stunt shows. It was really tough to follow that women’s 
match, but Balor & Owens did as good a job as anyone could under the circumstances. (****)
If you haven’t seen Takeover: Brooklyn yet then I suggest you stop what you are doing and go 
watch it right now. For many, including myself, it was the best show of the weekend due to the 
women’s match alone, but with a solid undercard, Jushin “Thunder” Liger’s first ever WWE 
match, and a great main event, I wouldn’t be surprised if Takeover: Brooklyn gets some people’s 
vote for show of the year. 
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RAW Ramblings – August 24th 2015.
Barclays Centre: Brooklyn, NY. 
Ben Carass.

At 56 years old with a record of 0-1, in what will be only his second match with the company, Sting
will be wrestling for the WWE Word Heavyweight Championship on September 20th at Night of 
Champions in Houston, Texas. Of all the news stories of the three day SummerSlam weekend: 
Sasha Banks & Bayley tearing the house down at Takeover, Steven Amell working a match, Jon 
Stewart helping Seth Rollins beat John Cena, the finish of Undertaker/Brock. Sting wrestling 
Rollins for the World title has got to be up there as one of the biggest. Personally, I hated the 
Sting/HHH WrestleMania 31 match; the NWO & DX run-ins did nothing for me and the story of 
WWE finally vanquishing the last vestige of WCW I found to be typical McMahon megalomania. 
Plus, I didn’t think Sting looked that great in the match, although working a HHH match certainly 
didn’t do him any favours. Out of everyone on the roster, Rollins may be the best choice of 
opponent for Sting and the most likely to get a good match out of him. Cena could have been 
another option, however he would automatically become the defacto heel and that is something 
WWE does not want at all. Guys like Cesaro & Kevin Owens no doubt could get a good 
performance out of Sting, but Rollins flashy offense and athletic style is perfect for a match with 
Sting. Rollins can fly and sell early for Sting, get a little heat, feed for Sting’s comeback and bump
like a boss for him then you go to the near-falls and away you go. Clearly Sting getting a WWE title
shot makes no sense storyline-wise, but HHH made it official on the Network immediately after 
RAW went off the air. – On a side note, they didn’t give viewers nearly enough time to load the 
Network after RAW finished, because by the time I had opened up the live stream that infernal 
WWE List show was on. I almost wish we were still in the PPV era, since it would be interesting to 
see what kind of numbers Sting’s first ever WWE World title shot would have done on a September
B show. 

RAW was a good show to round off three straight nights of WWE programming from the Barclays 
Centre, in fact the first 80 minutes of the show were really good until they killed the Divas 
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Revolution dead, but more on that later. Let’s start with the Sting stuff. 

At the top of the show, before the opening segment, HHH & Seth Rollins were at WWE HQ earlier
in the day. Rollins asked if he would be getting his statue next to Bruno, Andre & Warrior, and 
HHH told Seth that he would get his tonight. They built up to Rollins seeing the statue all night 
and had segments with HHH & Steph fawning over this cheap looking statue. Finally, in the main 
event segment it was time for the reveal. The “statue” was set up in the ring under a curtain. HHH 
said Rollins was no longer the future and was now, “the man” then Rollins cut a long and boring 
promo and used the “to be the man…” line. After a drumroll, the curtain was raised and Sting was 
stood on the platform, sweating half of his face paint off because Rollins droned on for so long. 
Sting gave Rollins the Stinger Splash and posed with the WWE title to close the show. HHH & 
Steph just walked out of the ring and let this happen; why would HHH be scared of a guy he beat 4
months ago? – The questions I have here are: Will this be a one-and-done for Sting? I don’t see him
getting a run with the WWE title, so does Rollins just beat him and send him packing until Mania 
season? Usually this time of year we get multiple World title rematches leading into Hell in a Cell 
in October, so are they doing a series of matches with Rollins & Sting? And where does this leave 
John Cena? I suppose all these questions are a good thing and create intrigue in the product. I’m 
certainly interested in what they are going to do. 

Like I said, the first 80 minutes or so of this show were awesome so let’s take a look at what they 
did up until the show fell off a giant cliff. Brock Lesnar & Paul Heyman were out for the opening 
segment; Brock’s face was all banged up from the match with Taker. Heyman was furious about 
the SummerSlam finish and showed footage of Taker tapping out then demanded a rematch right 
then and there. Bo Dallas came out and tried to give Brock an inspirational speech, why in 
storyline Bo would do such a thing is beyond me; maybe he’s just a moron. As you would expect, 
Brock annihilated Bo with 4 German suplexes and went back to the ring to finish poor Bo off with 
an F5. – Heyman was great as usual and angry Brock Lesnar killing men is never not awesome. 
We’ll have to wait to see what they do to build up the rubber match which will surely be at 
WrestleMania 32. 
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Next up was New Day vs. Lucha Dragons; match was fine and New Day won in 6:20. 
Beforehand, Xavier Woods came out playing “New York, New York” on a trombone while Kofi & 
Big E changed the lyrics to “New Day.” When New Day hit their finish on Kalisto, Xavier played 
“Taps” and it was hilariously great. Afterwards, some familiar looking pyro went off and THE 
DUDLEY BOYZ made their entrance; the people in the building were soiling themselves with 
excitement. They did the “Whassup” spot on Xavier and also gave him a 3D through a table. The 
Prime Time Players were on commentary for all of this and the Dudley Boyz had a stare-down 
with them at ringside. – This was one of the rare times of the year I have been genuinely shocked by
a WWE angle. I even sat up on my couch when the Dudleys came out. (Give me a break; I’m a 
child of the 90’s!) Some people won’t be happy that these old-timers came back and “buried” the 
tag champs in one night, but that is simply erroneous thinking. It was their first night back in 10 
years, so of course they needed a big moment, plus they are probably going to do a program with 
New Day at some point and put them over…or at least they should; you never know with WWE.
Roman Reigns & Dean Ambrose beat Bray Wyatt & Luke Harper via DQ in a SummerSlam 
rematch at 11:15. They had another fun, wild brawl and shot a big angle to boot. The lights went out
and a huge man in a black sheep mask appeared on the apron. He unmasked to reveal, Braun 
Stowman (a former Rosebud) and Stowman destroyed Reigns & Ambrose and left them lying. It 
was one of the long, methodical WWE beat down angles, but I enjoyed it and they made Stowman 
look like a real monster. Later, Wyatt did a pre-tape and put over Stowman as “Sister Abigail’s 
black sheep.” 

So, after 4 really good segments it was time for Miz TV with Team PCB. I’m not going through 
this whole segment, all you need to know is the women sounded so phony and scripted, the fans 
didn’t care at all, and Miz treated them like total geeks. Team Bella came out and they were even 
worse than PCB on the mic. They had a terrible brawl, which led to a six Diva tag match. It went 
14:10 and wasn’t horrendous or anything, but the Brooklyn crowd had enough of this manufactured 
“revolution” being shoved down their throats and they turned on the match with a vengeance. There
were “CM Punk”, “We want Sasha” and “We are awesome” chants then the whole arena started a 
wave and Kevin Dunn thought it would be a good idea to show this on television. – I cannot blame 
the crowd here. Sure, “we are awesome” chants are detestable but WWE have had this coming for a
while. They are trying to fabricate something in a month that happened naturally in NXT over two 
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years. A lot of the same people were at the NXT show on Saturday and they went nuts for Sasha vs.
Bayley, because both women were over and the match meant something. On RAW, none of these 
women are over, none of the matches mean anything because they are dead set on Nikki Bella 
breaking AJ Lee’s title reign and the writing is just the absolute drizzling. Paige went on a Twitter 
rant about the crowd, well instead of blaming the fans she should really focus her anger towards 
Creative, who seem dead set on killing this women’s revolution before it even gets going. 
Jon Stewart explained why he cost John Cena the match with Seth Rollins at SummerSlam. 
Stewart said that as a wrestling fan, he couldn’t live with the idea that John Cena would tie Ric 
Flair’s 16 World titles on his watch. Ric Flair came out and he told Stewart that he respected 
Cena and was fine with him tying the record. Cena showed up and was actually angry about losing 
a match! Although, for some reason he was more upset about losing the US title than not winning 
the WWE title. After a long and meandering promo, Cena gave Stewart an AA, because they are 
dead set at getting on SportsCenter. JBL said Stewart was an old man and Cole replied that he 
“acts like he’s 70” – a reference to it being Vince McMahon’s 70th birthday. I forgot to mention 
earlier that HHH & Steph broke from the script and led the arena in a rendition of “Happy 
Birthday” during the main event segment and they noted that Vince would be freaking out 
backstage. To make sure John Cena didn’t ruin Seth Rollins’ statue unveiling, Stephanie had 
Cena carted out of the building by two security guards like a total dork.

Elsewhere: Stardust & King Barrett were announced for a tag match, but before it could start 
Stardust attacked Barrett, so the chance of a wacky tag team is out the window. Ryback, Dolph 
Ziggler, Cesaro & Randy Orton beat Sheamus, Kevin Owens, Rusev & Big Show in 18:10. 
Match wasn’t much early, but it picked up when Hot Summer & Lana got into it on the floor. 
Everybody hit a big move and Orton pinned Sheamus with an RKO because everyone has to be 
booked 50/50 and not get over. Afterwards, Rusev & Owens beat up Big Show then all of the 
babyfaces acted like total jerks and did the same. All the faces lifted Show up for Orton to hit an 
RKO; it looked clunky and the fans didn’t really react, probably because 4 faces were beating up 
one heel. 

WWE NXT – August 26th 2015
Barclays Centre: Brooklyn NY.
Ben Carass.
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The show taped before Takeover opened with a recap of Takeover and Rich Brennan claimed there
were “16,000” people inside the Barclays Centre. This week was a special 90 minute edition of 
NXT, although to be honest they really could have fit everything into an hour. The show was 
crammed with Takeover highlight packages and vignette after vignette of the four women in the 
main event, Becky Lynch, Charlotte, Emma & Dana Brooke. Maybe you heard, but there was a 
major screw up during the match and instead of that planned finish of Charlotte pinning Emma, 
the match ended when Emma pinned Becky Lynch after Lynch didn’t kick out. The thing was an 
absolute mess: the referee hesitated before counting to three, Emma looked absolutely horrified that
she had won the match, Becky may have been out of it, Charlotte was just furious and the audible 
stuff they did afterwards came of so low rent. Clearly, this show couldn’t touch Takeover and even 
if the main event wasn’t botched to such a degree the show still wouldn’t have been anything 
special.

Enzo Amore, Colin Cassady & The Hype Bros vs. Jason Jordan, Chad Gable, Scott Dawson &
Dash Wilder. – Enzo, Cass & Hype Bros over in 11:15. Match was fun due to Enzo & Cass being
over like gods. They did their sing-a-long promo and the Brooklyn crowd put Full Sail to shame in 
the crowd participation department. The faces cleaned house early then the heels cut Enzo off for 
the heat. Gable looked great and used a Minoru Suzuki armbar in the ropes. Big Cass ran wild for 
the comeback and Gable bumped and fed for him like a pro. After a parade of finishers, Cass hit 
Gable with a Traylor Slam then tossed Enzo off the top rope with the Rocket Launcher to get the 
win. Yes, the babyface won in their hometown! Clearly Vince was not booking this. – This was all 
about Enzo & Cass returning home as conquering heroes, however the story for me was Chad 
Gable being awesome. The guy already a natural, plus he has tons of confidence and charisma. If 
they don’t screw up, Gable has got a bright future ahead of him. 

William Regal was in the back and he talked about the Dusty Rhodes Tag Team Classic starting 
next week. Neville walked in and asked to be in the tourney and Regal said, “Okay.” We got a 
promo from Finn Balor after the ladder match with Kevin Owens. Balor said he proved Japan was
not a fluke and said NXT would go on to bigger and better things. Next up was a cool video 
package on Emma; it followed her transition from dancing geek to bad girl sidekick. 
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Becky Lynch & Charlotte were with Devin in the back. Charlotte called Emma Dana Brooke’s 
“lapdog” then Becky made a terrible joke about Emma being, “ruff”. – Awful WWE writing 
making its way into NXT is NO BUYS! Then a Becky Lynch vignette aired.

Eva Marie vs. Carmella. – Eva over in 4:05. Match sucked. Carmella wasn’t nearly as over as 
Enzo & Cass. Eva has got a lot better, but my goodness she is still terrible. Apparently the idea is 
for Eva to challenge Bayley, which would be an unmitigated disaster and kill all the hard work the 
NXT women have put in over the last 2 years. Fans chanted, “You can’t wrestle” and “We want 
Blue Pants”. At one point Rich Brennan called a Lou Thesz press a “Bronco Buster;” Corey 
Graves was not impressed and quickly corrected him. Eva won with the sliced bread. 

Recap of Jushin “Thunder” Liger beating Tyler Breeze then we got a pre-tape from Breeze. He 
said he was the real winner because he got to walk around looking beautiful while Liger still had to 
wear a mask. Breeze said he had a “better idea” that he would take to Regal and it would really put 
him on the map.

Dana Brooke & Emma were with Devin; Dana flexed her guns and Emma said Becky & 
Charlotte were a joke. They aired a Dana Brooke vignette; I still don’t get it. We got a recap of 
Sasha vs. Bayley from Takeover then Bayley was backstage after winning the championship. Her 
family showed up and it was one giant sickening love-fest.

Devin was in William Regal’s office and she asked him about the Dusty Classic. Baron Corbin 
walked in and said he didn’t “play well with others” but wanted in the tourney regardless. Regal 
booked Corbin & Rhyno vs. The Ascension as the first match in the tournament for next week’s 
show. 

The FITH non-wrestling segment in a row was an interview with Kevin Owens after the ladder 
match. Owens was despondent and said he would break Cesaro at SummerSlam. The anonymous 
geek asked what Owens future in NXT was and Owens walked away without answering.
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Bull Dempsey vs. Elias Sampson. – Bull over in 4:40. Bull looked exactly the same and Corey 
Graves acted like he had lost loads of weight and was in great shape. Comedy! Sampson has a new
“Drifter” gimmick, which essentially entails carrying a guitar out to the ring. Crowd was not into 
this at all and Bull won with an Earthquake splash off the top. 

More non-wrestling segments! We got, a typical Samoa Joe promo, an interview with Apollo 
Crews after his debut, a Nia Jax vignette, Alexa Bliss cutting a promo for Blake & Murphy on 
Blue Pants and challenging her to a match next week and finally, a Charlotte vignette. 
Charlotte vs. Becky Lynch vs. Dana Brooke vs. Emma. – Emma over in 9:46. Match was pretty 
much a mess from the start. Team PCB members were determined to have a friendly grappling 
contest, despite there being NOTHING at stake in this match. Emma & Dana cut the faces off and 
beat them up forever; on several occasions Dana appeared lost and Emma had to tell her what to 
do. So let’s get to the disaster of a finish: Emma had Charlotte & Becky in opposite corners and 
gave both of them her running splash, the Emma-mite Sandwich, however when she hit Becky and 
went for the cover, Lynch didn’t kick out until after the three and the ref did his job and called for 
the bell. I don’t know if Becky was knocked silly for a moment and didn’t realise she was supposed
to kick out, but either way it was an utter failure. Charlotte was visibly angry and after the referee 
told her what to do, she gave Emma the Natural selection, covered her and the fans counted to 
three. They did some more stuff to try salvage this, Charlotte & Becky sent the heels packing, but 
it was too late. 

There was way too much stuff on this show, but somehow they still made it feel like they didn’t 
have enough materiel to fill 90 minutes. There were only 4 matches; the one hour NXT show has 
been known to have 6 or 7 matches on occasion, so 4 in 90 minutes gives you an idea of how much 
filler there was on this show. I hate to say it, but at times it felt like a Vince Russo episode of TNA 
from 2008. 
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